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D I G I T A L  H E A L T H

Translational gaps and opportunities for medical 
wearables in digital health
Shuai Xu1,2,3,4,5, Joohee Kim1, Jessica R. Walter1,6, Roozbeh Ghaffari1,4,7, John A. Rogers1,4,8,9*

A confluence of advances in biosensor technologies, enhancements in health care delivery mechanisms, and 
improvements in machine learning, together with an increased awareness of remote patient monitoring, has 
accelerated the impact of digital health across nearly every medical discipline. Medical grade wearables—
noninvasive, on-body sensors operating with clinical accuracy—will play an increasingly central role in medicine 
by providing continuous, cost-effective measurement and interpretation of physiological data relevant to patient 
status and disease trajectory, both inside and outside of established health care settings. Here, we review current 
digital health technologies and highlight critical gaps to clinical translation and adoption.

INTRODUCTION
Digital health encompasses mobile health, health information tech-
nology, wearable devices, and telemedicine. Advances in technology 
and data analytics and improvements in health care delivery mecha-
nisms have ushered in a new era of digital health. Health data are 
being collected in the home at exponential rates with a rapidly 
expanding array of connected devices. Artificial intelligence (1) 
synthesizes these large datasets to guide personalized clinical 
decision-making, with potential for predictive value. New payment 
models are now reimbursing health care providers for many of 
these digital health services. Responses to managing the coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic are further catalyzing this 
growth, contributing to a nearly 40-fold expansion of telemedicine 
adoption compared to prepandemic levels (2). Broader public health 
interest in wearables (noninvasive, body-worn sensors) for population- 
level monitoring is also accelerating. Commercialization interest 
has followed, with government, philanthropic, industry, and ven-
ture capital investments in digital health growing in parallel.

Essential to the success of digital health solutions is the collec-
tion, transmission, and interpretation of high-quality physiological 
data outside of established health care settings. Historically, health 
care providers have captured a relatively narrow suite of data related 
to key vital signs and certain other targeted parameters during acute 
episodes of illness or scheduled physical examinations. Wearables, 
originally marketed directly to consumers as fitness gadgets, are 
now evolving to function like medical devices by delivering accurate, 
multimodal capabilities to monitor and diagnose disease, continuously 
and with potential to engage broad classes of patients that would be 
otherwise difficult to reach. In parallel, prescription-only medical 
wearables, such as continuous glucose monitoring systems (CGMs) 
for diabetes management and chest-mounted electrocardiogram 

(ECG) patches for cardiac arrhythmia detection, are well established 
within the house of medicine.

For purposes of this review, we offer the following four key 
features that collectively define medical wearables, distinguishing 
them from consumer wellness devices and noncontact, implantable, 
or ingestible monitoring systems.

1)  Feature 1: Intimate, noninvasive interface to the body that 
supports chemical, mechanical, thermal, electrical, and/or opti-
cal forms of coupling to measure a physiological parameter of 
clinical significance.

2)  Feature 2: Capability for continuous, wireless monitoring 
over an extended period of time in both hospitals and non-
clinical settings.

3)  Feature 3: Potential to be distributed as a regulated medical 
device that can diagnose, treat, track, or prevent disease.

4)  Feature 4: Interface with the broader connected health care 
ecosystem with data integration, interpretation, or clinical care.

This article summarizes the status of select digital health tech-
nologies, focusing on U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–
cleared or CE-marked platforms, highlights critical gaps to clinical 
translation and adoption, describes emerging biosensing systems 
addressing these gaps, and presents a unifying outlook on the field. 
We emphasize systems providing clinical-grade biophysical and 
biochemical data for patient populations and conditions that offer 
the most compelling opportunities for digital health. We point 
interested readers toward existing comprehensive systematic reviews 
that detail subtypes of wearables and their applications (3–7).

MAINSTREAM MEDICAL WEARABLES
Biophysical sensors
Early fitness trackers (e.g., Nike+ Fuelband, Fitbit Flex, Jawbone UP, 
and BodyMedia armband) and smartwatches (Sony, Garmin, and Basis 
Health Tracker) attracted a primarily wellness-focused user base. 
The AppleWatch, introduced in late 2014, accelerated broader con-
sumer adoption given its commercial success. Four years later, the 
AppleWatch obtained FDA clearance for ECG and arrhythmia de-
tection. The most advanced smartwatches now include FDA-cleared 
sensors for both intermittent ECG and pulse oxygenation (Withings). 
Smart rings (e.g., Oura Ring, Movano Ring, and Bodimetrics 
Circul+), an evolution of these smartwatches, are also increas-
ing in popularity. The wrist and finger are convenient and familiar 
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mounting locations for devices marketed directly to consumers. We 
direct interested readers to detailed historical reviews exploring how 
consumer electronic innovations contributed to the current gener-
ation of consumer-oriented wearables for health (8, 9).

For prescription-only devices, chest-mounted devices enable 
remote cardiac telemetry and continuous ECG monitoring. Devices 
such as the Zio patch (iRhythm), ePatch (Biotelemetry/Philips), 
and BodyGuardian (Preventice/Boston Scientific) offer physicians 
unique options in cardiac electrophysiology given their prolonged 
detection periods (e.g., up to 2 weeks), greater patient comfort, and 
more sensitive arrhythmia detection capabilities compared to those 
of traditional Holter monitors (10). Many of these systems also 
measure respiratory rate through the ECG and plethysmograph 
outputs. Resulting in part from efforts to manage the COVID-19 
pandemic, wireless, finger-clip pulse oximeters to detect low blood 
oxygenation, traditionally found only in acute care settings, are now 
more widespread including in the home, although their wearability 
for continuous monitoring is still impractical. Similarly, wireless 
temperature monitoring devices designed to mount in the axilla 
(e.g., TempTraq and Fever Scout) for measuring temperature are 
also generally available, although this is considered a lagging indica-
tor of infection.

Biochemical sensors
Compared to the broad range of parameters measured by biophysical 
sensors, wearable biochemical sensors have a narrower repertoire. 
The most widespread biochemical sensor detects blood glucose 
concentration, a cornerstone of diabetes management. Although 
limited in biomarker scope and clinical applications, adoption of 
existing classes of biochemical sensors is rapidly growing. The prolific 
application of CGMs embodies the triumphs of translation of bio-
chemical sensing technology with a clear clinical need. Most im-
portantly, patients with CGMs achieved superior glycemic control 
compared to traditional glucometers (11). These results foreshadow 
the benefits of expanded biochemical sensing capabilities to addi-
tional markers, in form factors that encourage long-term patient 
use as broadly outlined in the following section.

Major translational gaps
Although wearable device technologies have improved over the past 
15 years, there are many unaddressed translational gaps. Nearly 
30% of users abandon smartwatches over time (12) because of 
motivational loss, routine disruption, perceived measurement in-
accuracy, discomfort, and battery charging (13). Furthermore, skin 
intolerance of adhesives required for prescription medical wearables 
is an underappreciated limitation of current devices. More than 
70% of CGM wearers experience a skin complication because of use 
(14, 15). In a large clinical trial of the Zio ECG patch used by older 
adults over a 2-week wear period, 38% reported itching, 9% indicated 
hindrance to daily activities, and 1.2% discontinued the study early 
because of skin intolerance (16). Skin intolerance is likely under-
reported in the literature given the high amounts of patient-reported 
problems in social media (17). In addition, underlying systemic or 
dermatological comorbidities, such as advanced age or atopic der-
matitis, compound the risk for potential skin intolerance or injury. 
Thus, the continued growth and clinical impact of medical wearables 
will require advances to overcome persistent translational gaps in 
both measurement capabilities to drive broader utility and form 
factors and mounting strategies to improve patient tolerability.

Gaps in measurement capabilities
In hospitals, biophysical measurements quantifying hemodynamic, 
neurological, and respiratory health are traditionally captured by 
expensive medical equipment reliant on invasive intravascular cathe-
ters and probes wired to external hardware. Smartwatches and smart 
rings may offer convenience and user familiarity, but many key 
measurements reported are not sufficiently reliable or are entirely 
immeasurable from the wrist or finger. For instance, skin tempera-
ture measured on the extremities correlates poorly with core body 
temperature and is susceptible to ambient temperature fluctuations. 
High-quality respiratory signals such as tidal volume, effort, and ob-
struction are substantially more difficult to quantify from the extremity.

Chest-mounted patches address some of these shortcomings, 
but multilead ECG (e.g., 12-lead diagnostic systems) still typically 
requires wired connections to large base units. Other sensing 
modalities measuring electroencephalography (EEG), electro-
oculography, and brain oxygenation, each critical for the evaluation 
of neurological well-being, are also not well served by mainstream 
wearables. Although there are a growing number of home EEG sys-
tems to assess sleep quality, they do not offer clinical grade data 
outputs sufficient for acute clinical decision-making. Advanced 
motion kinematics, currently captured in gait laboratories with 
sophisticated cameras and force sensors to evaluate movement 
disorders and guide rehabilitation protocols, likewise lie outside of 
the capabilities of existing wearable technologies. Other biophysical 
measurements fundamental for critical care that represent transla-
tional gaps include continuous blood pressure, advanced hemo-
dynamics (e.g., cardiac output, stroke volume, and systemic vascular 
resistance), core body temperature, lung sounds, end tidal carbon 
dioxide, and arterial tonometry.

As with the biophysical measurements highlighted above, bio-
chemical assessments represent a cornerstone of diagnostic and 
therapeutic treatments in hospitals. Although CGMs are highly 
effective at measuring blood glucose, existing versions cannot 
track other blood chemistries (e.g., electrolytes, hemoglobin, and 
neutrophil count) or inflammatory markers (e.g., C-reactive pro-
tein) that are currently processed seamlessly at scales of millions 
of times per day by laboratory analysis of peripherally drawn blood 
samples.

In addition to well-established assays, because medical wearables 
generate vast digital libraries of data, they may facilitate future 
measurements of biophysical and biochemical biomarkers that 
hold clinical value but are not currently assessed even in hospitals. 
Quantitative measurements of vocal biomarkers, for example, yield 
insights into emotional well-being, social isolation, and cognitive 
decline. Swallowing disorders (i.e., dysphagia), often observed among 
aging adults, stroke survivors, and patients with Parkinson’s disease 
and Alzheimer’s dementia, can lead to aspiration pneumonia or death. 
Swallowing activity and dynamics are rarely quantified, and they are 
never measured continuously. Similarly, the skin itself holds import-
ant clinical information—pressure, elasticity, hydration, and near- 
surface flow of blood or cerebrospinal fluid—with broad implications 
for management and measurement of wound healing, dermatological 
disease, skin perfusion, and hydrocephalus shunt function. Un-
conventional opportunities in biochemical measurements include 
hormones (e.g., cortisol), micronutrients (e.g., vitamins, minerals), 
serum cytokines, and toxins (e.g., lead, arsenic), currently only or-
dered as specialized tests contingent on sufficient clinical suspicion. 
These and other gaps in measurement capabilities constrain the use 
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of mainstream wearables to a select group of medical indications, 
namely, electrophysiology, endocrinology, and fitness.
Gaps in form factors
Form factors, the hardware specifications of devices, including their 
composite materials, size, shape, and weight, represent another key 
limitation. Existing designs of wearables interfaced to the body 
require straps, tapes, bands, textiles, penetrating pins, and/or adhe-
sives. These form factors and body applications are not conducive 
for long-term wear beyond 1 to 2 weeks as required for a typical 
hospital admission or ECG monitoring session. They constrain 
choices in mounting locations and measurement capabilities, and 
contribute to poor user acceptance and comfort, resulting in 
abandonment.

The fundamental challenge is that conventional electronic sys-
tems are planar, rigid, and physically static, whereas the human 
body is curvilinear, soft, and dynamic as the skin naturally stretches, 
bends, and flexes from routine daily activities (18). This discordance 
requires affixation methods that lead to skin irritation and limit 
natural movements. This consideration is particularly important 
for vulnerable populations such as older adults and premature neo-
nates, whose skin fragility is greatest and in whom injuries lead to 
serious morbidity such as infection and wounds (19, 20). In addi-
tion, the global prevalence of skin conditions such as atopic derma-
titis is as high as 10%, which further complicates skin tolerability 
(21). Thus, future form factors should aspire to achieve mechanically 
imperceptible interfaces to the body, ideally through mimicry of 
human form and mechanics, facilitated by size miniaturization and 
weight reduction to ensure skin tolerability and adherence for 
extended use. These innovations may allow for the complete elimi-
nation of adhesives by coupling to the skin via van der Waals forces 
alone (22). When also leveraged to enable unique mounting locations, 
these new form factors will create unobtrusive modes for measuring 
broad classes of physiological data through expanded opportunities 
for optical, mechanical, acoustic, and electrochemical sensing.

Overcoming these translational gaps will require fundamental 
advances in materials science and systems engineering, enhanced 
capabilities in biophysical/chemical sensing, and unusual means for 
coupling to the body at anatomic regions that support these 
measurements. The following sections highlight emerging classes of 
wearables that represent some of the most recent efforts, organized 
by devices that support biophysical and biochemical modes of opera-
tion. Here, unconventional form factors enable sophisticated mea-
surement capabilities, realized in part by unconventional schemes 
for body integration and by access to underexplored classes of 
biofluids (Fig. 1).

EMERGING WEARABLES
Biophysical sensors
Emerging biophysical sensors offer unique measurements and asso-
ciated opportunities for clinical benefit. Advanced patches that mount 
on the chest capitalize on innovations in soft electronics, character-
ized by an ability to bend, stretch, and conform to the skin, for 
enhanced signal fidelity and reduced skin irritation for long-term 
wear. Several patches are FDA-cleared and commercially available 
(e.g., VitalConnect’s VitalPatch, Philip’s BX100, VivaLNK’s VV330 
Continuous ECG Platform, and Sibel Health’s ANNE One) for con-
tinuous vital sign streaming in hospital settings that extend beyond 
storing ECG recordings. Newer miniaturized systems, although still 

rigid in nature, that can mount on the chest (e.g., BioIntellisense) 
or the arm (Current Health) are being increasingly used for remote 
patient monitoring. However, more validation on the value of con-
tinuous monitoring in both hospital and home settings needs to be 
done (5, 23).

As an important extension in cardiopulmonary monitoring, 
newer FDA-cleared or CE-marked systems provide continuous blood 
pressure measurements via nonoscillometric techniques (Caretaker 
Medical, Biobeat, and Aktiia) in smaller form factors compared to 
older systems (Sotera Wireless), although broader scale validation 
is still needed to ensure accuracy and performance compared to 
traditional blood pressure measurement techniques (24). Another 
FDA-cleared system, the CoVa wearable necklace (toSense/Baxter), 
noninvasively measures estimated stroke volume and cardiac 
output through thoracic impedance measurements. Emerging 
wrist-mounted wearables are providing measurements beyond pulse 
rate and activity to include more advanced clinical assessments. For 
instance, there is an FDA-cleared watch (Empatica) that can detect 
active generalized tonic-clonic seizures on the basis of electrodermal 
activity and motion outputs (25) and can even forecast seizures in the 
future using machine learning (25). Others have shown that outputs 
from wrist-mounted wearables can be used to correlate to clinical 
laboratory values such as hematocrit and blood glucose (26, 27).

Other emerging classes of soft, skin-interfaced wearables ad-
dress measurement gaps in skin hydration to track barrier function, 
skin modulus for diagnostic and esthetic applications, and skin sur-
face pressure to assess wound healing and prosthetic skin (28–33). 
Other unconventional applications use thermal sensing to quantify 
the near surface flow of cerebrospinal fluid for hydrocephalic patients 
with shunts (34) and blood for evaluation of peripheral circulation 
disorders, fistula, and skin graft viability. Monitoring of cerebral 
hemodynamics, systemic vascular resistance, vascular stiffness, and 
pulse wave velocities can be captured using skin-mounted spectro-
scopic sensors (29) or ultrathin arrays of ultrasound transducers 
(28). Soft devices that mount on the neck, the suprasternal notch, or 
the manubrium measure respiratory sounds, cycles of inspiration/
expiration, swallowing events, vocal biomarkers, cardiac ausculta-
tions, and others.

In parallel to skin-like form factors, efforts in miniaturization, 
enhanced by options in power harvesting, wireless power transfer, 
and integration with clothing (e.g., Spire) and other body-mounted 
products, create additional possibilities. For instance, millimeter- 
scale, battery-free sensors placed on the fingernail, earlobe, or nasal 
ala can measure blood oxygenation and pulse rate (35). Related 
devices can be embedded in headphones, eyewear, and clothing for 
measurements of vital signs such as heart rate, respiratory rate, and 
physical activity.

Biochemical sensors
Many of these same advances in form factors and expanded choices 
in mounting locations also have implications for biochemical sensing. 
The latest CGMs analyze glucose concentration in interstitial fluid 
for diabetes management, thereby suggesting additional opportuni-
ties for validation and translation of assays of alternative biofluids 
(e.g., sweat, saliva, and tears) and new biomarker targets. Emerging 
biochemical systems in this context combine multifunctional sensing 
capabilities in soft and miniaturized designs with microfluidic 
handling capabilities (36). Parallel to these technology development 
efforts are important programs of research in establishing correlations 
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between biomarker concentrations in these rela-
tively underexplored but easily accessed biofluids 
to those in interstitial fluid or blood serum.

Wearable biochemical detection via sweat is 
the most mature of these options. Sweat emerges 
through micropores of the epidermis and, much 
like blood, contains multiple important biomarkers, 
including electrolytes (e.g., Na+, Cl−, K+, Zn2+, 
Fe2+, and Ca2+), metabolites (e.g., lactate, creati-
nine, glucose, alcohol, and urea), and small bio-
molecules (e.g., amino acids and microribonucleic 
acids) (15–18). Skin-interfaced platforms that 
sample and analyze sweat can support biochemi-
cal means for real-time tracking of health status, 
complementary to the biophysical options de-
scribed in the preceding section. Sweat biomarker 
concentrations can diagnose and monitor disease 
progression in certain cases. For example, evalua-
tions of chloride concentrations in cystic fibrosis 
patients represent the clinical standard for screen-
ing (37, 38). During physical activity, lactate con-
centration differentiates aerobic and anaerobic 
respiration (39). The latest platforms integrate 
intricate microfluidic channel networks and reser-
voirs to capture and route sweat from the epidermis 
to target areas within the device structure in a time 
sequential and programmable manner. Methods to 
initiate release of sweat include physical exercise, 
environmental exposure (e.g., warm water shower), 
or pharmacological induction (e.g., iontophoretic 
delivery of pilocarpine) (21, 22). Rates of sweating 
induced by these mechanisms span the entire 
physiological range (0.5 to 2 liters/hour), where 
volumes as small as 10 to 15 ml are sufficient for 
colorimetric or electrochemical analyses. Commer-
cial sweat sensors in the form of thin, flexible 
microfluidic devices that incorporate colorimetric 
assays and integrate with the skin are now available 
for both consumer health (Gx Sweat Patch System, 
Epicore Biosystems) and medical applications 
(Discovery Patch Sweat Collection System, Epicore 
Biosystems). Notable additional developments are 
the integration of electrochemical sensing capa-
bilities with wireless communications, on-board 
memory, power, data processing subsystems, and 
real-time alerts for applications in sports, indus-
trial safety, and health care. Future advances in-
clude devices passively capturing and analyzing 
insensible sweat released without deliberate means 
of initiation (14). Last, trace or ultratrace concen-
trations (nanograms per milliliter or less) of bio-
markers (e.g., vitamins, minerals, proteins, and 
hormones) are found in sweat with important 
health implications. Recent technical advances have 
shown the ability to measure vitamin C, levodopa, 
and cortisol with applications in sports science, 
nutrition, and stress monitoring (40–42). Future 
advances in sweat sensing with enzymatic, ion- 
selective matrices, or electrode capabilities will 

A

B 

Fig. 1. Unique mounting locations. (A) An overview of emerging mounting locations and form factors 
for medical wearables. (B) Images of five representative form factors: a miniaturized device on a fingernail 
(13), a holey device on the skin (42), a binodal pair of skin-like devices on the hand, a soft microfluidic on 
the skin (17), and an instrumented contact lens on the eye (27). Photographs in (B) are reproduced with 
permission from (13, 17, 27, 42).C
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enable broader detection ranges, increased sensitivity and specificity, 
and corrections for variations in sweat flow, temperature, and pH.

Saliva, another readily accessible biofluid, also shares biochemical 
markers found in blood, such as exogenous drug concentrations, 
endogenous hormones, metabolites, proteins, and antibodies (43). 
Biosensing systems for salivary biomarker tracking that exist as sen-
sors embedded in soft polymers shaped into mouth guards or paci-
fiers have some promise (44). A disadvantage is in measurement 
inaccuracies and sensor malfunctions that can follow from biofouling 
secondary to food or drink contamination. As a result, current plat-
forms for saliva-based biochemical sensing are best suited for use in 
controlled athletic activity and clinical monitoring.

Tears offer another noninvasive option in biochemical sensing, 
given close concordance with blood across several biomarkers, 
including catecholamines and lysozymes (45). In addition, tears 
contain electrolytes (e.g., Na+, Cl−, and K+), metabolites (e.g., lactate, 
cortisol, and glucose), and proteins (e.g., antibodies, neuropeptides, 
and protective proteins) (46). Although tear sensing remains in the 
early stages of translation, the latest advances in instrumented con-
tact lens development show promise for eye disease management, 
as well as a range of other applications, such as diabetes, glaucoma, 
and stress monitoring (47–49). In particular, recent work combining 
wireless power transfer antenna and near-field communication 
(NFC) chips on contact lens biosensors transported tear biomarkers 
response to a smartphone in real time (48). This device offered 
comfortable wearability through stretchable and transparent mate-
rials. In addition, human trials demonstrated safety of the contact 
lens platform. Although tear sensing remains in early stages, the 
contact lens platform has an advantage of continuous access to the 
biofluid without the need for induction or extraction compared 
with sweat biochemical sensors. Figure 2 summarizes emerging 
opportunities for measurements from medical wearables.

AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
Innovations like those described in the previous sections position 
emerging medical wearables to address some of the most urgent 
and compelling needs in health care at a population scale, in even 
the most resource-constrained regions of the globe. We highlight 
three such opportunities here: beginning of life, end of life, and the 
spread of infectious diseases.

Care of premature neonates represents an excellent example of 
the opportunities for wearables to improve health. Current moni-
toring systems adapted technologies originally developed for adults. 
When applied to neonates, this hardware often leads to iatrogenic 
skin injuries, constrains natural motions, frustrates clinical care, 
and prevents therapeutic skin-to-skin bonding between parent and 
child. After discharge, premature neonates face readmission rates as 
high as 30% in the first year of life due to respiratory infections (50), 
thereby highlighting a need for medical wearables to facilitate 
management in neonatal intensive care units and maintain a safe 
transition to the home. Recent work in this area demonstrates many 
of these benefits through soft, skin-like wireless technologies, de-
ployed in both high- and low-resource settings. The results not only 
address requirements in monitoring traditional vital signs, without 
any of the drawbacks of conventional systems, but also offer addi-
tional capabilities in monitoring body motions, orientation, cardiac 
sounds, vocal biomarkers, pulse wave dynamics, and surrogates of 
blood pressure (22, 51).

A natural extension of beginning-of-life technologies is in 
skin-interfaced wireless platforms for tracking of health during 
pregnancy and childbirth. The United States has the highest rate of 
maternal mortality among industrialized countries (52), and two-
thirds of these deaths are considered preventable given preceding 
quantifiable vital sign abnormalities (53). A recent FDA-approved 
abdominal band (INVU, Nuvo) monitors fetal and maternal heart 
rate for 5 min at a time in the home setting. A wireless network of 
three soft electronic devices offered by Sibel Health reproduces all 
of the monitoring capabilities available with wired systems used 
during childbirth in advanced hospital settings continuously. Studies 
of these devices with expecting mothers (n = 576) throughout the 
intrapartum period in high- and low-income countries demonstrate 
the ability of technologies to operate reliably, with high accuracy 
even in the most challenging settings (54).

Contributing to the urgency of these opportunities are data indi-
cating that people in low-income countries, those in remote regions 
of the globe, or those subject to health care inequities bear the vast 
majority of the burden of neonatal and maternal morbidity and 
mortality (55). These patients lack access to the physical and data 
infrastructure to support traditional medical monitoring systems. 
Wearables thus offer the potential to improve health in these set-
tings and address inherent inequities through broader accessibility, 
lower cost, and natural compatibility with ubiquitous mobile 
devices to support advanced monitoring functionality continuously, 
anywhere.

The second broad area of compelling need is the end of life, 
where medical wearables are designed for the unique needs of frail, 
older patients who are susceptible to skin injury and often have 
limited technical literacy. As with neonates, advances in form factor 
and function are essential, and capabilities can include but are not 
limited to monitoring of standard vital signs. For instance, dysphagia 
(difficulty swallowing), the most common cause of lethal aspiration 
pneumonia, affects more than 50% of nursing home residents (56). 
Wearables assessing swallow dynamics relative to the phase of the 
respiratory cycle could strongly benefit these patients. Furthermore, 
aphasia (difficulty speaking or understanding language) is common 
in this patient population, and loneliness is known to adversely 
affect mental and physical well-being. Investigational efforts with a 
single, soft mechanoacoustic sensor that mounts on the suprasternal 
notch and imposes minimal burden on the user demonstrate the 
ability to track vital signs, activity, falls, and vocalizations as a mea-
sure of social interaction and tool for rehabilitation of aphasia, 
without the confounding effects of ambient sounds (57). For interested 
readers, recent reviews focus on the unique challenges facing older 
adults in regard to wearables, from technical literacy to the lack of 
direct validation in the population (6).

A third urgent opportunity for medical wearables is use in 
population-scale tracking of the spread of infectious diseases to 
guide public health interventions, most prominently illustrated 
by challenges associated with the COVID-19 pandemic (58). Even 
years into the pandemic, supply chain, distribution, and manufac-
turing challenges have limited the availability of widespread and 
low-cost molecular tests (59)—this illustrates how medical wearables 
can serve as alternative diagnostic platforms as future pandemics 
will likely face similar testing challenges. Physiological data already 
being generated from millions of existing, commercially available 
wearables may be helpful as early warning systems for asymptomatic 
or presymptomatic infection at the scale of tens of thousands of 
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individuals (60, 61). Extending beyond population surveillance, 
customized systems such as Tiger Tech’s COVID Plus Monitor and 
Empatica’s detection system Aria offer early warning alerts of 
COVID-19 infection. The COVID Plus Monitor uses two embedded 

photoplethysmography sensors and a proba-
bilistic machine learning model to identify 
biomarkers in asymptomatic and afebrile indi-
viduals that may be associated with COVID-19 
infection. The FDA granted Emergency Use 
Authorization to Tiger Tech on the basis of 
an n = 467 validation study in which the sys-
tem demonstrated a positive percentage agree-
ment of 98.6% and a negative percent agreement 
of 94.5% for asymptomatic COVID-19 infec-
tion (62). The Aria system derives pulse rate, 
pulse rate variability, skin temperature, and 
electrodermal activity (EDA) from a smart-
watch to yield 94% sensitivity with an average 
of 2.6 days of early warning for COVID-19 
infection (63). Beyond diagnostics, clinical 
studies indicate that home monitoring with a 
simple pulse oximeter reduces the risk of 
death for COVID-19–infected patients by 
allowing for earlier diagnosis and presenta-
tion to the hospital (64). For future pandemics, 
medical wearables will likely play a greater 
role in extending the availability of remote 
monitoring to reduce the burden of health 
care systems and act as a population-level 
surveillance network for outbreaks, with the 
potential to save lives and reduce adverse eco-
nomic impact through early detection, strategic 
isolation, and individualized care escalation. 
We direct readers to additional comprehensive 
reviews on the use of consumer wearables for 
the COVID-19 pandemic (65).

ECOSYSTEM CHALLENGES
Continued proliferation of medical wearables 
depends on several factors beyond the trans-
lational gaps highlighted previously; these 
include (i) controls to ensure privacy and data 
protection, (ii) regulatory mechanisms that 
keep pace with technology advances, and (iii) 
large-scale clinical studies that prove cost 
savings and/or improved patient outcomes 
leading to meaningful reimbursement.

First, privacy and user permission con-
trols must be comprehensive and transparent, 
allowing users to opt-in to terms and services 
easily. Historically, technology companies have 
a poor track record of protecting user data, 
suggesting the need for broader government 
oversight. Although the European Union has 
implemented the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GPDR) requirements that govern 
consumer data protection and privacy that 
applies to wearables, no such federal protec-

tions exist in the United States. Although the Protecting Personal 
Data Health Act (S. 1842) was introduced to the U.S. Senate in 2019 
to create uniform standards for data sharing consent, set minimum 
security standards, and establish a national task force, it has not 

Fig. 2. Emerging applications of medical wearables. Representative data to illustrate measurement 
capabilities of clinical importance using emerging medical wearables: blood pressure, swallow activity, EMG 
signals (43), blood oxygen concentration (13), flow of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) (12), glucose concentration in 
sweat (18), and glucose concentration in tear fluid (28). Graphs are reproduced with permission from 
(12, 13, 18, 28, 43).
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moved forward. Second, digital health has evolved as a discipline of 
medicine faster than any other specialty in history. Regulatory 
science must keep pace while also protecting public health and pre-
venting the dissemination of unproven technologies. Within the 
past 3 years, the FDA has initiated multiple efforts including a digi-
tal health software precertification program, a new Digital Health 
Center of Excellence, and a new office of digital transformation. In 
addition, the FDA has exerted more authority on wearables marketed 
to consumers that blur the line between medical device and wellness 
tool, as in the case of a popular baby monitor (66, 67). Third, medical 
wearables must demonstrate clinical benefit via well-conducted, 
adequately powered trials in specific patient use cases to drive re-
imbursement by payors. In the case of extended ECG monitoring, 
reimbursement codes were essential to adoption by the medical 
establishment. However, recent reductions in reimbursement by 
regional Medicare administrators in 2021 have created uncertainty 
in the space. Ultimately, consistent and meaningful reimbursement 
justified by well-designed trials showing meaningful clinical benefit 
is essential to ensure both a cost-effective public health benefit and 
a supportive innovation ecosystem.

FUTURE OUTLOOK
Beyond monitoring and diagnostics, future wearables will combine 
important biophysical and biochemical parameters in clinically 
rational ways, offer therapeutic capabilities as stand-alone systems 
or as closed-loop wearable drug delivery platforms, and leverage 
methods to fuse multimodal and multinodal data streams to power 
new artificial intelligence and machine learning engines. The con-
tinuous, time-synchronized linking of biomechanical and biophysical 
measurements will allow for more predictive and personalized 
assessments of human health. For instance, patients with congestive 
heart failure will benefit from a future wearable that offers continu-
ous thoracic impedance of cardiac output and serum biomarkers of 
fluid overload (e.g., B-type natriuretic peptide). Combination mea-
surements may be able to better characterize difficult-to-quantify 
clinical symptoms such as stress (e.g., sweat cortisol and heart rate 
variability), pain, depression, anxiety, and inflammation. For near-
term therapeutic benefits, wearables will offer vibratory biofeedback, 
heat, or neurostimulation. Existing transcutaneous electrical nerve 
stimulation systems for pain (68) will continue to improve in form 
factor with an opportunity to deliver therapeutic stimulation in a 
closed-loop manner on the basis of electromyography (EMG), 
electroencephalogram, EDA, or other physiological aberrations 
(69). Closed-loop wearable drug delivery platforms may include 
sensors that track biochemical markers (e.g., micronutrients) and 
release transdermal vitamins in proportion to the quantity mea-
sured in real time. Other examples include wearables that measure 
continuous closed-loop hemodynamics and deliver pharmacologic 
agents transdermally (e.g., continuous blood pressure sensing and 
transdermal clonidine release). As an extension of CGMs and insulin 
pumps, more wearables will integrate with implantable drug delivery 
systems to manage a wider range of clinical use cases. In 2022, Johnson 
& Johnson announced FDA clearance of the world’s first drug-eluting 
contact lens for allergic eye itch. Future innovations may include 
closed-loop contact lenses that both track tear pH and cytokines 
and deliver therapy automatically. Last, rapid developments in data 
analytics, dominated in many cases by applications in consumer, 
automotive, and manufacturing sectors, will deliver predictive 

capabilities that extend far beyond what is possible today. For instance, 
emerging applications include alerts for silent cardiac arrhythmias 
hidden in normal sinus rhythms identified with deep learning (70). 
Ultimately, future medical wearables and the data insights they 
generate will operate within an ecosystem where remote monitoring, 
clinician engagement, telemedicine, and even therapy integrate 
seamlessly with the traditional health care system.

CONCLUSION
Medical wearables are rapidly emerging as one of the most exciting 
aspects of the future digital health space. Advances in engineering 
science, from unconventional hardware platforms to advanced sen-
sor technologies and data analytics, will ideally produce devices that 
operate seamlessly and in a burden-free manner at any relevant 
anatomical location of the body, tailored to address specific patient 
needs and conditions, minimizing the risks of abandonment and 
skin irritation. Results will not only improve health outcomes and 
reduce costs but also address the needs of the most vulnerable 
populations in the most resource-constrained and remote areas. This 
digital health revolution, driven in a large part by a growing ecosystem 
of medical wearable technologies, will affect all aspects of medicine 
with transformative benefits, both planned and unplanned, to our 
global community.
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